Ocha Summer Program for Global Leaders

お茶の水女子大学 サマープログラム2020

June 13 – June 28, 2020 *

- Culture and Society course
- Japanese Language course

*Please note that Ocha Summer program is usually held in July every year but 2020 program will be held exceptionally during the above period (June 13-June 28 2020). This is due to the Summer Olympics, which will be held in Japan from July to August. Thank you for your understanding in advance.
Ocha Summer Program for Global Leaders 2020

**COURSE INFORMATION**

Please read the following instructions CAREFULLY:

- **CHOOSE** from “Culture and Society Course” **OR** “Japanese Language Course”
- Please note that you **CANNOT** choose both courses.
- “Culture and Society Course” consists of a LECTURE and a PROJECT WORK (both mandatory) with 4 credits given.
- As for LECTURE, choose ONE of the sub courses #1~#3 as listed. You **CANNOT** choose more than one sub-course.
- “Japanese Language Course” consists of language classes and 2 credits will be given.

### **Culture and Society Course** (taught in English)

**4 credits**

#### 【LECTURE】

Students are allowed to take **ONLY ONE** sub-course from 1 to 3.

1. **Trans-Border Issues in Japan (Up-to 60 students)**
   - Students mobility and education
   - Japanese working women in leadership positions
   - Traditional Japanese fine arts
   - Contemporary Japanese sub-cultures
   - Japanese dance as human movements
   - Linguistics and language in the world

2. **Lifestyle in Japan (Up to 20 students)**
   - The history and new trends of child education and care in Japan
   - Traditional handicrafts in Japan
   - Work and Family Lives in Japan
   - Dashi and umami in Japanese food
   - Architecture as an embodiment of lifestyle
   - Embodied cognition and emotion: A cross-cultural perspective

3. **Natural Science and Technology (Up to 30 students)**
   - Experimental techniques to atomic and subatomic structures
   - Nanoworld: Behaviors and functionalities of atoms and molecules.
   - Computer Graphics: From Data To Visual Messages
   - A quest for the Principle of Animal Body Plan
   - Protein structure: From its folding through static and dynamic structures
   - All – Formation, evolution, and activity

The sub-course content is subject to change.

#### 【Project Work for Global Leaders】

Collaborative research work by multi-cultural groups, field works for the research, writing the report, and the presentation in English.

### **Japanese Language Course for beginners**

**2 credits**

**参加対象：日本語初心者・初中級・中級**

This course is open for...

- Beginners who have no prior experience of studying Japanese
- Students with JLPT N5 studying for N4 (CEFR A1-A2)
- Students with JLPT N4 studying for N3 (CEFR A2-B1)

**定員：15名×3クラス**

Up to 15x3 students are accepted for this course

Read more at [http://www.cf.ocha.ac.jp/summerprogram/index.html](http://www.cf.ocha.ac.jp/summerprogram/index.html)
Ocha Summer Program for Global Leaders

This program provides intensive courses in summer for students of partner universities from both domestic and overseas, as well as students of Ochanomizu University and Graduate School. All classes are multi-cultural, aiming for students’ career development and promotion of international exchanges.

ACTIVITIES

You can optionally join our various cultural and exchange events at off-lecture times. Joining those events, you can learn more of Japanese culture with fun, and exchange with students of other courses, Ochanomizu University students, High School and Junior High School students!!

In the Summer Program 2019, we offered the events listed on the right.

• Enjoy Japanese Culture!! Workshops Japanese kimono, food, pop culture and language experience.

• One-day Tokyo tour with Ochanomizu University Students

Asakusa tour, Shrine tour, Tokyo tower and Ginza tour

Read more at http://www.cf.ocha.ac.jp/summerprogram/index.html
PROGRAM DATE
Saturday, June 13 – Sunday, June 28 (2weeks)

PROGRAM FEES
- **Registration fee**: 10,000 JPY  **Tuition fee**: Free
- Travelling costs to Tokyo, accommodation fee, and living costs (daily meal, transportation from the accommodation to Ochanomizu University, etc.) must be paid by students.
- Depending on circumstances, scholarship may be awarded to selected students.

APPLICATION to Summer Program
Students who want to attend the Summer Program must contact the person in charge at each partner university. The person in charge is required to nominate their candidates and submit the nomination sheet to the Summer Program office by EMAIL (not by post.) The deadline for the nomination is **January 31, 2020**. After screening process, the Summer Program office will contact the person in charge at each partner university and let the person know the students elected. Those students elected will proceed to the registration process.

ACCOMMODATION
Accommodation is not prepared by Ochanomizu University. However, students can apply for **Ochanomizu University’s residence**. Please note that there are only limited number of rooms available, and thus the students will be selected by lottery. Those students who cannot or will not use Ochanomizu University’s residence should prepare for their own accommodation.
For further information about application procedures, kindly wait for the Summer Office’s notice, which will be sent after the registration to the program is completed.

ACCESS & CONTACT
For more information, contact:

Ochanomizu University Summer Program
2-1-1 Otsuka, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo #112-8610 JAPAN
Email: ocha-summer@cc.ocha.ac.jp